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Abstract
Concurrent object-oriented systems are ubiquitous due to the importance of networks and the current
demands for modular, reusable, and easy to develop software. However, checking the correctness of such
systems is a hard task, mainly due to concurrency and inheritance aspects. In this paper we present an
approach to the veriﬁcation of concurrent object-oriented systems. We use graph grammars equipped with
object oriented features (including inheritance and polymorphism) as the speciﬁcation formalism, and deﬁne
a translation from such speciﬁcations to Promela, the input language of the SPIN model checker.
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1 Introduction
Software development techniques have evolved over the years to deal with current
developing demands. The paradigms on which those techniques are based (espe-
cially objects, events and concurrency) make the modeling and coding processes
easier. However, testing and validation of such systems became more complex,
mainly due to the nondeterministic behavior of multiple processes competing for
the same resources. Object-oriented systems features — inheritance, polymorphism
and dynamic binding of method calls — also make static analysis of limited use in
the validation process. Thus, correctness assurance of concurrent object-oriented
systems is a diﬃcult task.
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The ﬁrst step to enable correctness proofs of a system is to provide a formal
speciﬁcation of it. The semantic model can be analyzed to check whether the de-
sired properties hold. The choice on which speciﬁcation language to use depends
on the application characteristics, but also on the development paradigm chosen.
We suggest that, if an object-oriented development process is followed, an adequate
formal speciﬁcation formalism should oﬀer compatible constructs. Object-oriented
graph grammars were ﬁrst presented in [8] as an extension of the algebraic single-
pushout approach [13] to encompass object-oriented features such as inheritance,
polymorphism, and dynamic binding. The main contribution of this paper is to
present a veriﬁcation method for speciﬁcations written as object-oriented graph
grammars. This method is based on a translation of such speciﬁcation to Promela
programs. Promela is the input language of the SPIN model checker [10]. Partic-
ularly, features like inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding will also be
faithfully encoded in Promela.
Our approach for object-oriented veriﬁcation is a straightforward, translation-
based one, and diﬀers from approaches relying on analysis of the speciﬁcation lan-
guages per se, such as [2], [12], [1], [15], [16]. We follow a line of work presented in
[5] for graph grammars without object-oriented features. However, besides building
the translations for inheritance, polymorphism and dynamic binding features, we
also do the translation based on a well deﬁned observational semantics [7] which
interprets object-oriented graph grammars computations from the object-oriented
paradigm view. This article is structure as follows: Sec. 2 presents the main com-
ponents of object-oriented graphs and grammars. Sec. 3 presents the guidelines
followed for the deﬁnition of a formal translation from object-oriented graph gram-
mars speciﬁcations into Promela programs, followed by an example shown in Sec. 4.
The running example is a classic problem in the theory of concurrency, known as
the Dining Philosophers problem. Final remarks are presented in Sec. 5.
2 Object-oriented graph grammars
Object-oriented systems consist of instances of previously deﬁned classes having
an internal structure deﬁned by attributes and communicating among themselves
through message passing. An object-oriented system state consists of objects,
together with a set of messages yet to be consumed. Messages are the triggers
of method executions, and their implementation may be redeﬁned within derived
classes. Classes and messages are modeled together in a class-model graph. Form-
ally, class identiﬁers are graph nodes, attributes are modeled as hyperarcs (that
is, each class may be connected to many others via an attribute hyperarc), and
messages are also modeled as hyperarcs (in which the target is the destination of
the message, and sources are its parameters). The inheritance hierarchy is deﬁned
by imposing a strict relation among the graph nodes. A strict relation is an irre-
ﬂexive, acyclic, functional relation, with the additional property that there is no
inﬁnite chain of elements connected through it (the reﬂexive and transitive closure
of a strict relation is a partial order [7]). Message hyperarcs also possess an order
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structure, which reﬂects the possibility of a derived object to override inherited
methods of its superclasses. A set carrying a reﬂexive and transitive closure of a
strict relation is called a strict ordered set.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [Class-model graph] A class-model graph is a tuple 〈V, E, L,
src, tar, lab〉 where V = 〈V,
∗
V 〉 is a strict ordered set of vertices, E = 〈E,
∗
E〉
is a strict ordered set of (hyper)edges, L = {attr,msg} is an unordered set of two
edge labels, src, tar : E → V ∗ are monotonic order-preserving functions, called
respectively source and target functions, lab : E → L is the edge labeling function,
such that the following constraints hold:
• Structural constraints: for all e ∈ E, the following holds:
(i) if lab(e) = attr then src(e) ∈ V and tar(e) ∈ V ∗, and
(ii) if lab(e) = msg then src(e) ∈ V ∗ and tar(e) ∈ V .
• Order relations constraints: for all e ∈ E, the following holds:
(i) if (e, e′) ∈ E then lab(e) = lab(e
′) = msg,
(ii) if (e, e′) ∈ E then src(e) = src(e
′),
(iii) if (e, e′) ∈ E then (tar(e), tar(e
′)) ∈ +V , and
(iv) if (e′, e) ∈ E and (e
′′, e) ∈ E , with e
′ = e′′, then (tar(e′), tar(e′′)) /∈ ∗V
and (tar(e′′), tar(e′)) /∈ ∗V .
Sets {e ∈ E | lab(e) = attr} and {e ∈ E | lab(e) = msg} are denoted by E|attr and
E|msg, respectively.
Structural constraints assure that hyperarcs modeling attributes and messages
have the correct source and targets. Inheritance and overriding hierarchies are made
explicit by imposing that graph nodes (i.e., classes) and message edges (i.e., meth-
ods) are strict ordered sets. Only single inheritance is allowed, since V is required
to be a function. The relation between message arcs, E , establishes which meth-
ods are overridden within the derived object, by mapping them. The restrictions
applied to E ensure that methods are redeﬁned consistently, i.e., only message arcs
can be mapped (i), their parameters are the same (ii), the method being redeﬁned
is located somewhere (strictly) above in the class-model graph (under +V ) (iii),
and only the closest message with respect to relations V and E can be redeﬁned
(iv).
Example 2.2 The class-model graph in Figure 1 depicts an object-oriented sys-
tem structure for the Dining Philosophers problem. Graph nodes represent classes:
Philosopher, which is derived into two diﬀerent types: Left-HandedPhilosopher and
Right-HandedPhilosopher (the inheritance relation is pictured as a dotted arrow);
Fork, to represent the shared resources the philosophers are competing upon; Table,
to model both the place where the philosophers sit and from where forks can be
picked up; and ForkHolder, which can be either a Philosopher or a Table. The
attributes are the information the elements must possess to compute correctly: a
Philosopher sits at a Table, has a left and a right Fork to get in order to eat; a Fork
has an owner, which is a ForkHolder. Messages stand for the actions performed by
the actors in the program. A Fork can be acquired by a Philosopher, and released
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Figure 1. Class-model graph for the Dining Philosophers problem.
by a Philosopher to a Table. A Philosopher can be Thinking, Eating, or receive
a message Eat, which sends him to the process of acquiring his forks, and a mes-
sage Got, to notify that a Fork has been acquired. Left-handed and right-handed
philosophers override message Eat, which is indicated by the lines connecting both
hyperarcs.
Class-model graphs can be used as typing structures for states of object-oriented
systems. Before deﬁning such states, which will be object-oriented graphs, we will
deﬁne how to map a graph into a class-model graph, and then impose restrictions to
make this mapping compatible with inheritance. Based on the inheritance and over-
riding relations, we deﬁne auxiliary functions that, given a class identiﬁer (node),
return the sets of attributes (inherited or not) of this class, and the sets of messages
(method triggers) that this class may receive.
Deﬁnition 2.3 [C-typed graph] A C-typed graph GC is a tuple 〈G, t, C〉, where
C = 〈VC, EC, L, srcC , tarC , labC〉 is a class-model graph, G = 〈VG, EG, srcG, tarG〉
is a hypergraph, and t is a pair of total functions 〈tV : VG → VC , tE : EG → EC〉
such that (t∗V ◦ srcG)V ∗C (srcC ◦ tE), and (t
∗
V ◦ tarG)V ∗C (tarC ◦ tE). Moreover, we
deﬁne:
• the attribute set function attrG : VG → 2
EG returns for each vertex v ∈ VG the
set of attribute edges with source v;
• the message set function msgG : VG → 2
EG returns for each vertex v ∈ VG the
set of message edges with target v.
• the extended attribute set function, attr∗C : V → 2
E , where attr∗C(v) = {e ∈ E |
lab(e) = attr ∧ src(e) ∈ ↑v}, and ↑v is the set of all superclasses of v.
• the extended message set function, msg∗C : V → 2
E , where msg∗C(v) = {e ∈
E|msg | tar(e) ∈↑v ∧ ¬∃e
′ ∈ E|msg : tar(e
′) ∈↑v ∧ e′ E e}.
C-typed graphs reﬂect the inheritance of attributes and methods from the object-
oriented paradigm. They are ordinary hypergraphs typed over a class-model graph.
However, the typing morphism is more ﬂexible than the traditional one [3]: a C-
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typed graph edge e can be incident to any C-typed graph node v as long as its
typing edge tE(e) (in C) is incident to a node type v
′ (also in C), such that tV (v)
and v′ are connected under the inheritance order relation (i.e., tV (v)
∗
VC
v′). This
deﬁnition reﬂects the fact that an object can use any attribute belonging to one of
its primitive classes, since it was inherited when the class was specialized.
The extended attribute set function returns the set of all attribute arcs whose
source is v or any other vertex to which v connected via the inheritance relation
∗V . The extended message set function returns all messages an object of a speciﬁc
type may receive. Notice that message redeﬁnition within objects, expressed by the
overriding relation ∗E on the class-model graph, is taken into account, since only
the redeﬁned methods can be seen within the scope of a specialized class.
For a C-typed graph 〈G, t, C〉, let the total function t∗E : 2
EG → 2EC be the
extension of the typing function to edge (or node) sets. Notation t∗E|msg and t
∗
E |attr
will be used to denote the application of t∗E to sets containing exclusively message
and attribute (respectively) hyperarcs. Now we can present a deﬁnition of the kind
of graph which represents an object-oriented system.
Deﬁnition 2.4 [Object-oriented graph] Let C be a class-model graph. A C-typed
graph 〈G, t, C〉 is an object-oriented graph if and only if all squares in the diagram
below (in Set) commute. If, for each v ∈ VG, the function t
∗
E|attr(attrG(v)) is inject-
ive, GC is said a strict object-oriented graph. If t∗E |attr(attrG(v)) is also surjective,
GC is called a complete object-oriented graph.
2EG
t∗
E
|msg

VG
tV

msgG  attrG  2EG
t∗
E
|attr

2EC VC

msg∗
C 
attr∗
C  2EC
The left square on the diagram of Def. 2.4 ensures that a message edge can only
target an object if it is typed over one of the edges returned by the extended message
set function applied to the object type. It means that the only messages allowed are
the least ones in the redeﬁnition chain to which the typing message belongs. This
is compatible with the notion of dynamic binding, since the method actually called
by any object is determined by the actual object present at a certain computation
state. Injectivity of all t∗E |attr(attrG(v)), v ∈ VG, expresses that all attribute arcs are
typed diﬀerently (i.e., an object has no exceeding attribute). Surjectivity means that
all attributes deﬁned on all levels along the class-model graph (via the inheritance
relation on nodes) are present. The deﬁnition of a complete object-oriented graph is
coherent with the notion of inheritance within the object-oriented framework, since
an object inherits all attributes, and exactly those, from its primitive classes.
Example 2.5 Figure 2 shows a complete object-oriented graph, typed over the
class-model graph portrayed in Figure 1. Let the three elements called Kant,
Hegel and Nietzsche be Right-HandedPhilosopher, and the other elements be typed
as their names indicate. According to the typing class-model graph, a Right-
HandedPhilosopher has no attribute at all, and also does not receive a mes-
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Figure 2. The initial graph for the Dining Philosophers problem.
sage typed as Thinking. However, since its parent class Philosopher has those
arcs connected to it, they can be connected to any derived object, thus allow-
ing inheritance of elements. To see that, consider the attribute isAt of the
right-handed philosopher Kant. The edge it is mapped to by the typing morph-
ism has as source an element of class Philosopher, and so (t∗V ◦ srcG)(isAt) =
Right-HandedPhilosopher V ∗
C
Philosopher = (srcC ◦ tE)(isAt), and the morphism
is allowed.
Relationships between C-typed graphs can be described by morphisms.
Deﬁnition 2.6 [C-typed graph morphism] Let GC1 = 〈G1, t1, C〉 and G
C
2 =
〈G2, t2, C〉 be two C-typed graphs typed over the same class-model graph C = 〈V,
E, L, src, tar, lab〉. A C-typed graph morphism h : G
C
1 → G
C
2 between G
C
1 and
GC2 , is a pair of partial functions h = 〈hV : VG1 → VG2 , hE : EG1 → EG2〉 such that
the diagram below (in category SetP) commutes, for all elements v ∈ dom(hV ),
(t2V ◦hV )(v) VC t1V (v), and for all elements e ∈ dom(hE), (t2E◦hE)(e) EC t1E(e).
If (t2E ◦ hE)(e) = t1E(e) for all elements e ∈ dom(hE), the morphism is said to be
strict.
EG1
srcG1 ,tarG1

dom(hE)
hE? hE ! EG2
srcG2 ,tarG2

V ∗G1
h∗
V  V ∗G2
A graph morphism is a mapping which preserves hyperarcs sources and targets.
A typed graph morphism also preserves (node and edge) types. Ordinary typed
graph morphisms [3], however, cannot describe correctly morphisms on object-
oriented systems because the existing inheritance relation among objects causes
that actions available for objects of a certain kind are valid to all objects derived
from it. So, an object can be viewed as not being uniquely typed, but having a
type set (namely, the set of all types it is connected via the inheritance relation).
Deﬁning a graph morphism compatible with the underlying order relations assures
that polymorphism can be applied consistently.
The behavior of object-oriented systems (implementation of methods) will be
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Figure 3. Fork rules for the Dining Philosophers problem.
modeled by rules, in which the left- and right-hand sides are object-oriented graphs.
Besides structural restrictions (imposed by the fact that rules as C-typed graph
morphisms), some others are necessary to assure compatibility with the concepts of
the object paradigm. Particularly, a rule left-hand side contains exactly one element
of type message, and this particular message must be deleted by the rule applica-
tion, i.e., each rule represents an object reaction to a message which is consumed
in the process. This demand poses no unreasonable restriction, since systems may
have many rules specifying reactions to the same type of message (nondeterminism)
and many rules can be applied in parallel if their triggers are present at an actual
state and the referred rules are not in conﬂict [6]. At most one object having attrib-
utes will be allowed on the left-hand side of a rule, along with the requirement that
this same object must be the target of the above cited message. This restriction
implements the principle of information hiding, which states that the internal con-
ﬁguration (implementation) of an object can only be visible, and therefore accessed,
by itself. The rule morphism must be invertible, to assure that an object does not
have its type changed along the computation. Finally, there must be a bijection
between the edges on both sides, and so an object does not gain or loose attributes
as the computation evolves.
Object-oriented graph grammars are composed by a class-model graph, an initial
state (a complete object-oriented graph) and a set of object-oriented rules.
Example 2.7 An object-oriented graph grammar for the Dining Philosophers
problem is presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5. All object-oriented rules left- and
right-hand sides are object-oriented graphs typed over the class-model graph por-
trayed in Figure 1. However, in order to make the presentation clearer, all nodes
and edges are named after their types, making the typing morphism explicit.
The semantics of an object-oriented graph grammar is based on rule applications.
Matches and direct derivations are deﬁned in the same way as the single-pushout
approach: a match is a total C-typed graph morphism, and a direct derivation is
the pushout of the match and rule arrows in the category of object-oriented graphs
and their morphisms [9]. Instead of using the usual transition system induced by
the application of rules starting at the initial graph of the system (states are graphs
and transitions are graph morphisms), we deﬁned an abstract semantics based on
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Figure 4. Philosopher rules for the Dining Philosophers problem.
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Figure 5. Right-HandedPhilosopher rules for the Dining Philosophers problem.
observations. This semantics holds information about events happening in a system
(message exchange among objects), and forgets about system structure. Therefore,
although we are not able to express properties based on object states, we are still
allowed to investigate properties of objects based on how they respond to the rules
applied to them. The abstract semantics is given by a labeled transition system
where its states are the graphs generated by rule applications in the grammar,
and the transition between two states is labeled with the name of the rule applied
together with the object identity the rule was applied to.
Deﬁnition 2.8 [Object-oriented graph grammar transition semantics] Let G =
〈IC , P C , C〉 be an object-oriented graph grammar. The transition semantics of G
is given by the labeled transition system T G = 〈S, s0, L,→〉, where S = {G
C |
IC⇒∗GC} is the set of states, s0 = I
C is the initial state, L = {〈p, o〉 ∈ P C × VG |
G ∈ ST ∧ p ∈ ΠE
tG(o)
}, is the set of labels, where ΠE
tG(o)
is the grammar set of
productions that can be applied to an object of type tG(o), → is the transition
relation, and object-oriented graphs GC and HC are related under → if there is
an object-oriented graph production r : LC → RC ∈ P C , an object-oriented match
m : LC → GC such that GC
r,m
⇒ HC .
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3 Translation
The input language of SPIN [10] is Promela (PROtocol/PROcess MEta LAnguage)
which is a speciﬁcation language to model state transition systems. As formalized
in object-oriented graph grammars, inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic bind-
ing will be encoded in Promela, which originally does not have any object-oriented
features. The complete translation algorithm [7] is rather long and will be presented
here informally. Objects are modeled as Promela processes, and message exchange
between objects through asynchronous communication channels. To overcome the
FIFO policy of buﬀered channels in Promela, the same solution from [5] is used: a
local buﬀer is used to “shuﬄe” received messages and so maintain the nondetermin-
istic rule application semantics. The inheritance relation appears as a global array
visible to any program element. Subclass polymorphism is coded through an inspec-
tion in this array, to assure that rule matches only occur if the matched elements are
correctly related. Dynamic binding is implemented as a message dispatch procedure
within each object process deﬁnition. Diﬀerently from classic object-oriented pro-
gramming languages implementations [14], where a virtual table determines which
method should be called in execution time, our approach uses a little computational
reﬂection [17], in the sense that each object (process) is aware of its own type, and
that information is made available to other entities when they have access to the
object (as an attribute, or as a message parameter). So an object can decide, at
run time, the adequate message to send based on the actual type of the message
receiver.
Each initial graph node is transformed into a process, having as parameters all
the targets of its attributes (using an arbitrary total order imposed on each object
attributes). Each initial message is put into the proper object channel, together with
its parameters (the sources of each message arc in the initial graph). Therefore,
targets of attribute edges become processes parameters, and message parameters
become processes local variables. A process code (the object behaviour) consists
of an inﬁnite loop that continuously tests (nondeterministically) if either a new
message has arrived at the object main channel — in which case the message is
retrieved and placed in some empty slot of the local message buﬀer — or if there
is a message in the local buﬀer waiting to be consumed. In the latter case, the
message is atomically retrieved from the buﬀer and the production it refers to is
applied. In case neither the object channel nor the local message buﬀer contain any
messages to be consumed, the process will jump to the beginning of the main loop,
and stay blocked until a new message arrives.
The matching procedure tests if (i) all attributes are typed correctly, and (ii) all
attribute values are correct. For instance, consider the ﬁrst rule in Figure 3. This
match will only be possible if the holder of the attribute vertex (of type Fork) is
an object typed as Table. If it is a Philosopher, the match will not occur, because
those two elements are not related by inheritance (although they both derive from a
ForkHolder). Type testing is performed by inspection on the aforementioned global
inheritance array. Now, consider the second rule from that same ﬁgure. The match
is possible only if the Philosopher passed as parameter of message Release is the
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same one holding the fork. Therefore, an equality test is carried on between objects
which are sources or targets of distinct arcs.
The choice on which production to apply is performed by a conditional test for
all rules to which a match (for the received message) exist. Since a conditional test
in Promela has a nondeterministic result if more than one conditional is true, the
choice of which production to apply is also nondeterministic, as required by the
grammar semantics.
Rule application can be described as: (i) object attributes are modiﬁed accord-
ing to the rule morphism; (ii) a global variable event RuleName is set with the
applied production name; (iii) the set of variables event x, for all classes to which
the type of the production attribute vertex is related by inheritance, are set to the
object identity; (iv) ﬁnally, all messages appearing in the right-hand side of the
applied production are created, and it is particularly relevant, since it is this pro-
cedure which performs dynamic binding. Steps (i) to (iii) are performed without
generating intermediate states, to assure correctness of property veriﬁcation. If no
rule is applied (because no match were possible for any production implementing
the received message), then the message is put back in the local buﬀer, and marked
as inspected. An already inspected message will not be retrieved for application
until a new message arrives. Since only an object can change its own state, a match
for this message could only happen after another production is actually applied.
This procedure also helps to decrease the program state space for the veriﬁcation
process.
The right message to send is based on the type of the actual object which is
receiving the message. Since the lower set of any node (respecting the inheritance
hierarchy) is ﬁnite and does not change along the program execution, a conditional
structure takes care of it. For instance, consider the second rule in Figure 4. A
message Eat is sent to a Philosopher. This message, however, is redeﬁned by all
Philosopher subclasses, so one must know the element type to send the correct
message. The code generated is illustrated by the following pseudo-code:
if (receiving object message channel is not full)
if
. receiving object type is a Philosopher ->
send message Eat for the Philosopher
. receiving object type is a Left-HandedPhilosopher ->
send message Eat for the Left-HandedPhilosopher
. receiving object type is a Right-HandedPhilosopher ->
send message Eat for the Right-HandedPhilosopher
The whole rule application procedure is performed atomically. Therefore, from
the time a message is taken out of the local buﬀer to the time a rule application is
completed — by either applying the rule or by putting the message back to the local
buﬀer, if no match exist for that rule — no other process can interleave with that
execution, because of the atomic keyword. The atomicity of the rule application
process is necessary, to mimic the way rules are applied in the graph grammar,
where the whole matching and application procedure is performed in a single step.
Furthermore, if interleaving was allowed, errors could appear: if a process is stopped
between ﬁnding a match for a production and the application of that production,
meanwhile the state graph could be altered in a way that turns the rule application
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impossible; therefore a match/application procedure is considered a critical region
of any object behaviour.
4 Veriﬁcation
Property veriﬁcation in SPIN can be done using a multiplicity of methods, among
which there is LTL [11] property veriﬁcation. Meaningful events to veriﬁcation of
the Dining Philosophers problem can be stated, for instance, as “philosopher X
starts to eat”, or “fork Y is grabbed by a philosopher”. We will use the already
presented object-oriented graph grammar for the Dining Philosophers problem as
the running example. For reasons of space, we will verify only the liveness property
stated as “anytime a philosopher decides to eat, he eventually does so”. We will
show that this property is false in the provided model.
SPIN performs model-based veriﬁcation, which means that properties can only
be deﬁned over states, and not over transitions. The translation we propose deﬁnes
a set of global variables to allow veriﬁcation over events: (i) one global variable for
each class belonging to the class-model graph over which the grammar is typed,
to identify the last object of that type that had a production applied to it (if a
message is received by an object, and consumed by some rule application, then the
object identity is assigned to the respective variable), and (ii) one global variable
to identify which rule was applied, and it is updated every time such action occurs.
Notice that rule application is not equivalent to message consumption. Although
each rule application corresponds exactly to a response to a received message, there
can be multiple (diﬀerent) rules implementing actions for the same type of message.
This variable is necessary if one is interested in verify possible orders in which rules
can be applied.
The XSpin tool allows that propositions can be deﬁned in a C-like way, using
the preprocessor macro #define. Those properties can be deﬁned in terms of the
actual objects belonging to the system initial graph. Since we are only interested
in the behaviour of the philosophers, a proposition to identify each of them is
deﬁned as in #deﬁne isKant (event Philosopher == Kant). Propositions for events
of interest can be deﬁned using the global variable for rule identiﬁcation, as in
#deﬁne aPhilWantsToEat (event RuleName == rule Philosopher StopThinking) or
in #deﬁne aPhilStartsToEat (event RuleName == rule Philosopher StartsEating).
In order to discover if a known event occurs with a speciﬁc object, propositions
such as #deﬁne philKantWantsToEat (isKant && aPhilWantsToEat) and #deﬁne
philKantStartsToEat (isKant && aPhilStartsToEat) can be deﬁned.
Using the propositions deﬁned above, LTL properties about the system beha-
viour can be written. Property “anytime a philosopher decides to eat, he eventually
does so” can be stated, for philosopher Kant as [] (philKantWantsToEat − > <>
philKantStartsToEat) where symbols <> and [] stand for the usual linear temporal
logic quantiﬁers  (eventually) and  (always). For all philosophers, it can be
stated as [] ((philKantWantsToEat − > <> philKantStartsToEat) && (philHegel-
WantsToEat − > <> philHegelStartsToEat) && (philNietzscheWantsToEat − >
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Figure 6. Counterexample of the absence of deadlock property
<> philNietzscheStartsToEat)).
This last property is not true within the model provided. Figure 6 shows a
graphical counterexample (taken from the model checker output, and generated by
the system developed in [4]) of it. The counterexample shows three philosophers
(Nietzsche, Hegel, and Kant) and their respective forks. The processes are indicated
by the horizontal lines, and the arrows indicate the messages arriving and departing
from each process. Notice that a deadlock situation is set: each philosopher have
grabbed one fork, and a message was sent to the other fork in an attempt to acquire
it. However, since each fork now has a philosopher owning it, rule AcquireFork
cannot ever be applied again, and all philosophers will wait forever.
5 Conclusions
Object-oriented graph grammars provide a graph-based speciﬁcation framework for
object-oriented systems, where special partial orders represent the inheritance and
overriding hierarchies, making polymorphism and dynamic binding built-in features
of the formalism.
We have presented a (sketch) translation from object-oriented graph grammars
speciﬁcations into Promela programs. All object-oriented features are translated
into Promela: inheritance appears as a global array; polymorphism is implemented
in the matching procedure through an inspection on this array; dynamic binding is
implemented through the message dispatching mechanism, which checks the mes-
sage receiver type to determine the correct message to send; information hiding and
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encapsulation appear naturally on the translation, since a single process implements
each system object. The translation of graph rules applications establish the exist-
ence of matches before the rule can be applied, and the choice of which message
to consume and which production to apply is nondeterministic, as required by the
deﬁned grammar semantics.
We are not currently dealing with object creation and deletion, but it is a
straightforward extension to this translation, which is currently being automat-
ized (using and extension of the XML-based languages GXL and GTXL [18]). An
eﬀort can be done to customize the translation to the application characteristics, in
order to reduce the produced state space.
The translation proposed is arguably semantically sound, in the sense that no
graph system behaviour is removed or introduced by the translation. Even if there
are states in the Promela program that do not correspond to any graph belonging
to the grammar language, those states can always be translated if they are not
part of a rule application procedure. If they are, they cannot interleave with any
other process execution, since rule application is performed atomically, and hence
it suﬃces to leave the atomic block for the Promela state can be translated to a
graph state. A formal proof of this translation soundness is being prepared for
publication. Finally, we have used a modeling for the Dining Philosophers problem
to illustrate how veriﬁcation can be performed, and how errors can be found using
our approach.
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